Two states and two more in the mechanisms of hydroxylation and epoxidation by cytochrome P450.
Past studies have shown that oxidation reactions by P450 Compound I (Cpd I) can be described by two competing quartet and doublet spin states, which possess three unpaired electrons, hence tri-radicals. One electron excitation from the delta orbital to sigma* xy generates two states that possess five unpaired electrons, so-called penta-radicals, in sextet and quartet situations, and which were shown by theory to lie only approximately 12-14 kcal/mol higher in energy than the tri-radical ground states (ref 7). The present study focuses on the C-H hydroxylation and C=C epoxidation of propene by these penta-radical states. It is shown that the initial energy differences, between the penta-radical and tri-radical states, diminish along the reaction pathway, due to the favorable and cumulative exchange stabilization of the more open-shell species. Furthermore, theory suggests that hydrogen bonding to the thiolate ligand, and general polarity of the environment, reduce these gaps further, thereby making the penta-radical states accessible to ground-state reactivity. The interconversion between the tri-radical and penta-radical states along the reaction coordinate will depend on the dynamics of spin-flips and energy barriers between the states. Especially interesting should be the region of the reaction intermediates; for both epoxidation and hydroxylation, this region is typified by a dense manifold of spin states and electromeric states (that differ by the oxidation state of iron), such that the total reactivity would be expected to reflect the interplay of these states, giving rise to multistate reactivity.